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The Journey has a low profile and long wing for 
speed, also a long straight controllable flight 
with just the right amount of overstability. It has 
enough resistance to turn for the big arms, but 
it's not too overstable for newer players.

The Spirit is an extremely fast, overstable driver 
that is great into headwinds. A good disc for 
Side-Arms and Tomahawks. For power throws 
and power players!

The Speed Demon is a very fast, very 
overstable distance driver. This disc is a great 
choice for giant spike hyzers, massive power 
backhands, hard flicks, and tough doglegs. This 
disc can handle any headwind.

high speed resistance to turn, great glide, and a 
predictable low-speed fade. Great for Side-Arms 
and Tomahawks. One of the fastest discs on the 

an extremely long glide. This disc turns over 
slightly, glides forever, and has almost no low 
speed fade. Great driver for new players, also 
good for Rollers & Tomahawks. One of the 
fastest discs on the market and easy to control.

The Diablo is a fast overstable distance 
driver with a degree of high speed turn, 
followed by substantial low speed fade. 

The Ninja uses drag reducing surface 
technology at the leading edge to allow the 
disc to maintain initial launch velocity and 
holds rotation longer. Slightly overstable with 
a very long glide and predictable fade.  

Prophecy  
A slightly overstable mid-range driver that
will hold its line accurately and will have a 
reliable hook fade. Looking for your go to
midrange? Look no further.     

SPEED
GLIDE
TURN
FADE

1 - 14
1 - 6
0 --5
0 - 5

The ability to stay in the air while penetrating forward.
How much a disc will turn toward the direction of spin.
How much a disc will fade against a straight line.

Legend

How fast a disc can fly and hold velocity
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Midranges

Control Drivers

to win a distance championship at USDGC (583 
ft). For power throws and power players!

market.

A very fast, long and straight driver, with lots 

winged disc with a very comfortable grip. Great 
disc for new players.

of glide and a little fade. The Apache is a longer 

The Assassin is a controllabe distance driver that
offers a fairly neutral flight path combined with
excellent glide, making it perfect for straight  
fairway drives or long turnover drives.
AVAILABLE IN OVERMOLD! 

Blaze

Demon

Element

Karma

Mystic

Scout

Warrior

An overstable mid-range driver with predictable 
fade for those longer shots. Can be thrown hard 
on low line drives without turning over. Great in 
windy conditions!

One of the most overstable mid-range drivers on 
the market! A solid disc for strong fade shots, 
skip shots, and sidearm! Great wind disc!

A great all-around mid-range driver, the Element 

with very little fade. Easy to control, great for 
beginners!

on the bottom wing that helps the resistance to 
turning over, with just a touch of a low speed 
fade. Great for low ceiling shots and when 
accuracy is important.

shots. Very long glide and almost no low speed 
fade. Great for shots from 150’ - 300’.  

stable and good for higher trajectory, mid-range 
shots. Good for ‘Skips’ shots and side arm 
approaches from 150’ - 250’.

A slightly overstable mid-range driver and 
approach disc, great into headwinds. Easy to 
control with predictable fade.

High Speed Drivers

A slightly over-stable long distance driver with

A slightly under-stable long distance driver with

The straightest driver you’ll ever throw! A 
multi-purpose disc with a long glide. It’s 
easy to control and great for beginners 
making The Sabre one of the best flying 
discs out there!  

www.gdstour.com
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Putt & Approach Other Discs

Polymers for Discs

FLEX

Light Weight Discs

Ch ief  OS

Ch ief

Dev il  Hawk

B ig  Dog

Mag ic

Doggy SPORT  

Shaman

L il  W izard

Voodoo

Warlock

War  Spear

W izard

nose and a beaded rim. Great for players that 
don’t feel comfortable with a deeper rimmed 
putter!

The Big Dog is a versatile catch style disc with 
a thumbtrac groove that’s great for warming 
up and disc golf! Resists turning over with a 
predictable, low speed fade.

The Doggy Sport is a versatile, catch style 
disc with a thumbtrac groove that’s great for 
warming up and on the course! Easy to turn 
over with no low-speed fade.

The Lil Wizard is a versatile catch style disc 
great for younger kids because of its smaller 
diameter! Perfect for playing catch and warming 
up, it’s easy to turn over with no low-speed fade.

This overstable (OS) Chief has a more 
accurate hyzer line, ideal for drives and 
approaches that need to fade hard and sit 

OS design is also ideal for forehand drives & 
approaches.

bullet shaped nose and a bead on the wing for 
stability. The Thumb Track design gives added 

our Putt & Approach line!

A great lay-up disc and straight line putter, it 
feels very comfortable in your hand. Acts like a 
broken-in Wizard!

approach, with a blunt nose and no bead. It 
has a Thumb Track design for added comfort, 
a consistent grip for every throw, and increased 
control.

Similar to the Wizard in stability, but without the 
bead. Has a later low-speed fade and is easier 
to turn over.

A true, stable workhorse putter, approach 
disc, and short range driver. The Wizard holds 
a dependable nature through your entire game. 
It is the best overall putter on the market!

GATEWAY DISC SPORTSwww.gdstour.com

 

  PPlat inum
A proprietary blend of polyurethane and polyester polymers.

  DD iamond
A proprietary blend of polymers create a translucent, high performance disc!

EREraser
A blend of our “S” sure-grip polymers that creates an “eraser” type surface 
complexion.

      $Money
A blend of our “S” sure grip polymers, between SS and SSS with a special  
additive that gives the surface a shinier surface and a gummy feel.

   OGOrgan ic
A combination of recycled rubbers and renewable resources (corn-based 
biopolymer) creating an Eco-Friendly product!

GLOWSuperGlow

Sure  Gr ip     S
Custom engineered blend of Santoprene & Polypropylene that produces a  
durable, grippy disc great for both feel and performance.

SSS
SS
F IRM

SSSS 4 - 12 lbs of flex

Available In:

Gateway’s Lightweight Discs come in 2 ranges:
     * Ultralight 130 - 144g
     * Light 145 - 159g

These discs are great for new players and those 
with less upper body strength and arm speed.

The lightweight discs are easier to control and 
do not require as much energy to maximize 
performance.

Element
Mag ic

W izardAssass in

150 Class

9 - 13 lbs of flex
14 - 18 lbs of flex
19 - 24 lbs of flex

control and feel. The most Overstable putter in 

VOODOO

A low-profile disc, with a shallow rim, rounded

One of our most popular putters that is great for 
beginners and experienced players.
A straight-flying putter/approach disc that has 
great glide and low speed fade. Great for 
turnover approach shots that you don’t want to 
fade out.  

The Shaman is to the Chief as the Magic is to the 
Wizard, blunt 25 degree nose and no bead on the 
rim. The throw dictates the flight path. It will 
hold any line you release.  
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P Platinum
S Suregrip
ER Eraser
$ Money
OG Organic
GLOW Superglow

PLASTICSFLEX
F Firm      
SS Super Soft
SSS Super Stupid Soft
SSSS Super Stupid Silly Soft

(Available in Putters only)
Custom Stamping!

your company, store, club or event!

OTHER DISCS

HIGH SPEED

CONTROL

MIDRANGE

PUTTERS Plastics

Psychedelic Discs

Training Wizards

Tie-Dyed Discs
Our high performance polyurethane discs 
are custom dyed by hand. Each has a 
unique, one-of-a-kind design that makes it 
a work of art! The dying process does not 

to wear-and-tear.

10855 Metro Court
Maryland Heights, MO 63043

314-487-5204

www.gdstour.com

Custom Stamped Discs 
are GREAT for Advertising, 
Marketing, and Promotions!

We can use your art & design, 
or our designers can create a 
one-of-a-kind stamp to suit your 
needs!

Any of our discs can be custom 
stamped.

Mini Markers
Dual Stash

container.

Minis are used to mark your lie in a competition. 
They can also be custom stamped to promote your 
company, store, club, or event!

Currently Available In:
Apache
Assassin
Element
Journey

For more information, contact us!

Samurai
Sabre
Prophecy

Siren

P, S 3 3 0  2

P, S 3 3 0  3 

S 3 3 0  4

D, P, S, ER, OG, GLO 2 3 -1 0

S, OG, GLO    3 3 2 1

D, P, S, ER, OG, GLO 2 3 0 0

S 2 3 0  3

D, P, S, ER, OG, GLO 2 3 0  1

D, P, S, ER, OG, GLO 2 3 0  2

D, P, S 6 4 0  3

D, P, S 5 3 0  4

D, P, S, GLO 5 5 -1  0

D, P, S 4 4 -1 2

S, OG, GLO 5 5 -2 0

D, P, S, GLO, D-GLO 5 5 0 2

D, P, S 5 4 0  1

D, P, S 5 4 0  3

P, S 12 6 -2 2

D, P, S 12 6 -1 1

D, P 13 6 -2 1

D, P 12 6 -1 2

D, P 11 5 0

D, P 12 6 0 4

D, P, S 9 6 -2  1

D, P, S 9 6 -1 1

D, P, S 7 5 -1 0
D, P, S 9 5 -1 2
D, S 9 5  0 2

2

S 2 4  0 2

S 3 5 -2

S 2 4 -1 0
0

The Training Wizards are heavy-weight 
Wizards in three range catagories:
220 - 260g, 260g - 280g, 280g - 300g. 

These discs were designed to assist in 
developing proper technique, as well 
as refining and improving a player’s 
core body strength, which in turn will 
help improve a player’s game!  
Currently, the Training set is only 
available in the Wizard mold. 

*Flex’s not shown above
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